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ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLEX SYSTEMS BASED ON ORTHONORMAL FUNCTION GROUPS 

By MARK J. BAlAS 

Summary. -Linear multip1ex systems may be represented as sequentia1， invertib1e transformations on a message set. Such transformations are based on orthonorma1 functions 扭曲e Hi1bert space of square-inte﹒ grab1e functions. Demu1tip1exing is accomplished with the inner product which results in high immunity to noise and bandlimiting. When the orthonorma1 functions form a mu1tip1icative group， easily generated pu1se functions arise. Methods are presented for determining these function groups and their corresponding a1gebras which yie1d simp1e and usefu1 multip1ex systems. 
Introduction: Linear Multip1ex Systems • -A mu1tip1ex的stem is a communication system with the refinement that severa1 messages may be transmitted simu1taneously over the same channel. When the messages are sequences of rea1 numbers， in a given time interva1 [0， 1]， a term is 

立ttAJZZ土clf;2::賞?計a芷江tttnrb忠平:t223:;芷江;;ltransformations on也is n-tup1e (ref 1，2); linear mu1tip1ex systems are those in which the transformations are 1inear and invertib1e (ref 3，4). The operation of mu1tiplexing becomes T(鈍， • • • ，an) = C， the com-posite signa1， and demu1tip1exing is the inverse transformation T-1 which res01ves C into its origina1 components. For flexibility， the composite C is assumed to be in the Hilbert space U�[ 0， 1] of square-integrab1e， 
rl real functions on [ 0， 1] with inner product抖，y) 至 1 xy (ref 5); Rn may a1so be embedded 扭曲is space. υO 

The basic multip1ex transformation is T(肉， • • • ，an) = al Xl +. . • +anxn where {xï1 is an orthonorma1 set， i. e.， (門，Xj) = 6 ij. :- Every_ invertib1ë transformation is composed of T and another ínvertib1e encoding transformation H; T-1 must be foll owed by the decoder H-1 at the receiver 
(fig. 1).臥le to the inner product， T-1 C = ((C， Xl )， • •  .， ( C， xn)) which may be physically realized by coherent cross-corre1ators or matched fi1ters 
(ref 6). Thus， all linear mu1tip1ex systems are based on orthonorma1 functions in L2 [ 0， 1] and demu1tiplexing may be accomp1ished with the inner product. Many standard orthonormal sets may be used for {xd such as Legendre p01ynomials， Hermite p01ynomials， trigonometric products， and pu1se functions (ref 7，8，9， 10). 

Error in Linear Mu1tiplex Systems. -The channel does not usually reproduce the composite C wi位lout error of so位le type-linear， nonlinear， random， or combinations of these. The output of the channel is actually KC + N where K is a transformation on C， and N is a random noise component. When K is linear and invertible， it may be eliminated by its inverse at the receiver. The operation of the demu1tip1exer on KC + N yie1ds 
T-l (KC + N) = T-1 KC + T-1 N 

= ((KC， xi)， • • • ， (KC， Xn)) + ((N， xi)' • •  • ，(N， Xn)) 

1/ This process is equivalent to the operation of samp1e and h01d circuits on n real-va1ued continuous functions. 
The outhor is 叫 Horry Diomond Loborot。們的， Woshington， D.C. 



For a stationary random process with xi and N uncorre1ated， (N， xi) = 0 
for all i. A1though comp1ete 1ack of corre1ation is not pos sib1e， it is close1y ap
proximated for the case of coherent cross-correlation of nonrandom signals 
and Gaussian noise where the correlator maximizes output signal-noise 
ratio (ref 1 1). 50 inner product demultiplexing resu1ts in optimum per
formance in the presence of noise. 

Bandlimiting of the composite is also a common type error and may be 
represented by the noninvertib1e linear transformation K which truncates 
the Fourier series of C at the nth harmonic so that亡== KC. K is linear， 
hence， 

and， 
_ n n n 
C = KC = K(1: aixi) = 雪 aiKxi =.I: aiXf 1=1 1=1 - 1=1 
T-1 (KC) = ((KC， Xl)，" " (KC， xn)) 

I n n \ 
= \ l'=lai(咒， Xl ) ， • • . 心的，xn)) 

I n n \ = 伊ai(咒罵)， • • • '. I: ai (咒罵}) ) 、1=1 1 =1 

5ince (呵，支n f Ô泊， orthonormality is lost to a degree dependent on the 
amount of (runcation (since l!m (呵，有)= ( 呵，可)= ô ij ) and the j出 com﹒

N .... ∞ d ponent has a distortion factor (呵，可) and a crossta1k ai(咒，有) from each 
of the othe r N -1 components. 

From appendix 1， when all distortion factors are within e of unity， 
出en every crossta1k factor is be10w e; thus， maximizing the distortion 
factors， which are the energies contained in the truncated Fourier series， 
automatically reduces the crossta1k. Consequent1y， linear mu1tip1ex 
systems may be made largely immune to bandlimiting and noise by selec
tion of也e proper orthonorma1 set and correlation demultip1exing. 

Orthonormal Function Groups. -1n general， orthonorma1 functions 
are not easily generated e1ectronically; however， the examination of such 
functions which form multiplicative groups (ref 12) yields pulse functions 
easily generated by 10gic circuitry. These functions have no direct-
current component since each is orthogona1 to 1. Also， for 10w data 
frequencies these functions have high energy density in the ear1y harmon
ics and位lUS tend to reduce crossta1k as seen in the previous section. 
The resu1ts used in thi& discussion will be proved in more detail in the 
following section. 

Orthonorma1 groups are mu1tip1icative groups embedded in a real 
a1gebra 恤，+，• ) with a linear functional f on 出e group e1ements such that 
f(Xi' xj) =判. This definition mere1y abstracts the property of such 
groups in L2 [0， 1]. 

From the standpoint of linear a1gebra when {xïl of the multip1ex 
system forms a finite group (G， .)， then all composite signa1s C belong 
to the group a1gebra A(G) over the reals (ref 13) wi出 multiplication

n (1) n (2) n n 1泊 (2)
C1。c2=Z ai xiOF ai xi=Z F ai aj xi可﹒

=1 1=1 1=1 1 =1 
5ince A(G) is a suba1gebra of L2[O，汀， it has the induced inner product 

，.1 
(C1 ，C2) = I � 0 Ca • The dimension of A(G) is th� order of G， i. e.，也e

o 
number of elements in G. 弓 ，

When the groups are Bo01ean， - ， any two group algebras are equiva
lent if and only if the groups are equivalent. 5ince orthonormal groups 

之/ Boolean: every element of the group is its own inverse. 



a._re Boolean， 位le properties of their group a1gebras useful in multip1exing 
may be determined from the groups or their equiva1ent�s， 

All finite Bo01ean groups are equivalent to GF(2)n �I for some n and， 
consequently， have 2n e1ements. Not every Bo_olean group of functions is 
orthonormal under the inner product of L2阱，1J; so， in order to generate 
useful orthonorma1 groups， it is necessary to determine when a Bo01ean 
group bas a subgroup with this property of realizability. 

R于is a suba1gebra of L2 [.0， 1 J  and the Bo01ean center B[ RnJ :: 
[xeRn l x2 = l} = [(1<1'... ，Kn) IKi = - 1  or +1} and is a Bo01ean group of 
functions equiva1ent to GF(2)n. Every finite Bo01ean group of functions 
may be represented as B[ RnJ for some n and from this representation a 
realizab1y orthonorma1 subgroup S may be found if and only if n = t.2k; 
that is， n is an integer mu1tip1e of the order of subgroup S. When t = 1， 
S is the 1argest rea1izab1e subgroup in B[ RnJ. The proof of these 
theorems (see section f01�owing) a1so provides a method of constructing 
S. The generators of a 2k e1ernent realizable �ubgroup S are the first k 
co1umns of tþe matrix whose rows .are 1， the 2k tlÎp1es

-
wi位1 +1 entries in 

all but the ith position wþich has -1 where 1$ i $ k，
-
and all pos sib1e dis

tinct products of these 2k tup1es. The following example illustrates this 
process. Suppose an 8 -e1ement rea1izab1y orthonormal subgroup is 
desired， then consider the first three c01umns of 
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These'位lree columns generate the realizable group whose e1ements are 
shown in figure 2. 

2k Once a realizable subgroup is found in B[ R2
'�

J then a transformation 
which preserves realizability may be app1ied to obtain a new realizab1e 
subgroup. Such a transformation T is defined by the property 

S: Tx = J:X f…11 x ε S ; 

位le on1y transformations of this type are permutations of the entries in the 
e1ements of S， 于e.， T(肉，...，a-;ak)=(aσ(1)'…，aσ(注)) for a p戶ermu協

t討io∞nσ . Since 2.K� of these transformations exist， the same number of 2k 
element realizab1e subgroups become avai1able when one realizable 
subgroup is known. 

The 
-
total number of 2k e1ement subgroups in 

k _ .. ._�k 
N(2k， k) ::(22� 

_ 20 ' )(22
"'"_21) • • • • (22氏_2k-1) 

(2k_20)(2k_21) • • • • • • (2k _ 2k-1) 

B[ R2kJ is 

(ref 14) and for the case k = 3出ere are 8� = 40，320 orthonormal subgroups 
wi也8 elements out of N(8 ， 3)  = 97，155 subgroups of 8 elements. Thus， 
8-element orthonormal subgroups make up 40 percent of出e 8個element
subg�oups in B[ R8 J; in general orthonormal súbgroups are plentifu1 in 

B[ R2--]. 

moωo two addition GF(2)n :: ( f(k1，.. .而) I k1 = 0 or 1} 31 



Mathematical Discussion of Orthonormal Groups. -In this s ection 
出e properties of finite orthonormal groups are developed using a1gebraic 
techniques of references 3 and 12. The major resu1ts are: 

a. Suffícíent condítíons for a Bo01ean group to be orthonormal. 
b. The fact that equíva1ent algebraic properties of Boolean group 

algebras depend only on the respective groups. 
c. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 

realizably orthonormal subgroups in a Boolean function group. 
d. A characterization of homomorphisms on a Boolean group 

whích preserve orthonormal subgroups. 
When these results are applied tõ functíons in L2阱，汀， the multiplex 
e1ements of the precedíng section are obtaíned. 

Theorem 1: Every finite Boolean group G is equivalent to GF(2)n for 
some n. 

Corollary la: Finite Boolean groups are equivalent iff (if and only if) 
they have the sa口le number of elements. 

Corollary 1 b: There exists an n such that any finite Boolean group 
has 2n elements. 
Proof: (All Boolean groups will be considered additive in this proof. ) 

Since anγBoolean group G has characteristic 2; i. e.， 2x = 0 for all 
xεG， it may be easily verified that G forms a vector space over出e
fíeld of two elements GF(2). Since both group and fíeld are fíníte，由e
space is finite and， consequently， has finite dimension n. Every finite 
dimensional space has a fínite basís; fxd is finite basis for G:GF、(2). 
G:GF(2) = {O，�� }x{O，X:iJ}x.' .x{O，xnJ = Grx.. .xGn where Gi三{O， xi}. 
Of course Gi is equivalent to GF(2) and therefore G:GF(2) is equívalent 
to GF(很無記F(2)， which ís wrítten G:GF(2)自GF(2)n. • 

The corollaries follow dírectly from thís theorem. The vector space 
propertíes of Boolean groups are useful; in particular， dím G = n iff 
G has 2n elements. 

One method of determíníng a Boolean group ís to define the Boolean 
center of a se口�ig.:ou� as fo�lo_ws: _let P be a multíplicative semigroup 
wíth unit and B[ þ]三{xE P I � = 1}. The Boolean -center is a grõup �hen 
P is commutative. Thus the B[ Rn] is a finite Boolean group of functions 
and any other Boolean group with 2n elements ís equívalent to ít by corol
lary la. 

Orthonormal groups are automatícally Boolean， that ís， 
Theorem 2: If G，﹒) ís orthonormal group， then (G， • ) ís a Boolean 

group. 
::'�o_o�

.
:

. . 
�:.i f�xr .:'j，

� ; ð íL f�;_. 
a
.
l�

. 
�\，)εG and assum_e xí 幸xí-1 for some í， 

then Xí.Xí-1 = 1 = �1﹒ 1. So f(xí'xí-rf = 0 and f(xí'xi-1) =- f(I.-1) = 1 and f ís 
not well defíned. Thís contradícts the �efínítíon of an orthonormal group 
and thus ímplies xí = Xí -1 for all í Or Xí2 = 1 for all xí E G whích meãns G 
ís Boolean. • The converse ís not generally true even if (G， . ) ís assumed 
to be embedded ín an algebra (A， +， • ); however， íf (A， +， • ) = A(G) 
then Boolean and orthonormal groups are equívalent. 

Theorem 3: If (A， x， • ) = A(G)也en (G， • ) ís Boolean íff (G， • ) ís 
orthonormal. In fact， G ís orthonormal under the standard ínner 
product on A(G). 
Proof: a.) Orthonormal ímplíes Boolean from theorem 2. 

b.) Suppose G ís Boolean. There exists a function f:任也such
that f(l) = 1 and f(x半1) = 0 for all xεG since f is well defíned. Also， 
f(xf)=f(I)= 1 for all xiEG and f(xi ﹒可幸1) = 0 for all xi' j E G since G is 
Boolean. i 幸j V 

f(Xí'Xj) = ôij. Sínce f is not línear， another functíon F is defíned which 



n n is linear. F\� aixi) = i這 ai f(xi) where Xl = 1. This is possib1e since 
(A， +， • ) = A(G). Note伽t Fl�l aixi) = al and is thus a pr咐ction map 
which is linear; so G is orthonorma1 under F. Now there exists B E A(G) 

n 
such that F(x) = (x， B) for all x E A( G) whe re B = �� F(Xi) xí' By definition 1=1. ... . ..1.  

of F， B=1 so F(x) =抖，1) which imp1ies F(xi' X﹒) = (xi ﹒莉，1) = 6 ij • 

The standard inner product on A( G) has the prõperty (x. Ð y， 1) = (x，y) for 
all x， yεA(G) so F(Xi'Xj) = (呵，叫)= õ ij and G is orthonorma1 under the 
standard inner product.. • 

A rea1izab1e orthonorma1 group G is one in which the function f in 
the above proof is realizable from the inner product on L2[ 0，口， i. e. ， 
f(x) = I X for all XεG. This 1eads to the following: 

-u 
Theorem 4: G is rea1izab1y or曲。normal iff G is Bo01ean and r 1 íO if X 幸1I X = I � : ; � ，.. � for all X E G. J . u •• - L 1 if X = 1 
Thus an orthonorma1 group G need not be rea1izab1e in its group a1gebra 
A(G) un1ess the inner product of L2 [0， 1J coincides with the standard 
inner product on A(G). Conditions must be found under which a finite 
Bo01ean group has a realizab1e subgroup. 

Since G is finite and Bo01ean， by corollary 1a， it is sufficient to 
consider也e equivalent Bo01ean center B[ Rn]. The condition for a 

r1 1 n 
realizab1e subgroup S becomes 人 X=百 至1ai=O for all x ={旬，• • • ，an)E S; 
this condition does not insure the existence of such a subgroup and it is 
this question of existence which will be answered after the following 
preliminaries. n 

Since ai = + 1 or -1 and�� ai = 0 for all nontrivia1 (al ， • • • ， an)εs， 
1=I 

then in the equiva1ent GF(2)n， where 
+1 .... 0 
-1 - 1 

1也ai n n . . _ . . .. _ n 
by the ru1e h( ai) = -oy-一一， �� ai =��(l - 2h(ai)) = n﹒之�h(ai) = 0 or 
n T\ 

c. - 1=I • 1 =1' . • . . 1=1 

i�h(ai) =去﹒The rea1 sum of entries of the e1ements in GF(2)n is a norm 
(ref 10) on the space GF(2)n: GF(2); so the rea1izab1e subgroup prob1em 
becomes 出at of determining the existenc� of a subgroup of GF(2)n such 
品的自e norm oJ a1� nonzerõ e1ements is -Ï � Such a subgroup is called 
constant norm i. The exístence of a tran- sformation T， which carries 

n any_ subspac
.
e o� GF(2)n �n�o a ::?n?tant norm -ï spatfe， ins�res the des�red 

。rtho t;ormal subgrou�; '!
. 
is called �ons:a�t nõrm -ï t_:ansformat

.
í.?n. 

_
Such 

transformations are 1-1 (suppose Tx = 0 then norm Tx = nOJ;:.m (0) = 0; 
since T is constant norm 出en x = 0 or x幸o and norm Tx =ζ = 0 which 
means n = 0 or S = (0) = GF(2)o ; in ei出er case T is 1-1). " 

Theorem 5: Let S b� a k-dimensional subspace of GF(2)n. :I'here 
exists a constant norm♀transformation T:S - GF(2)n iff n = t. 2k for 
some integer t. 
Proof: Suppose n = t. 2k• Let T = [剖， the matrix whose rows are the 
distinct elements of S. C1ear1y T is 1-1 since the maximum number of 
linear1y independent rows of T is the dimension of S; so rank T = dim S = k. 

ITi I 1'1'， I Let Tt= 付... 0lwhich is a1s0 1-1 

IT: Inxn 



'L � _ � ，� 4/ since rank Tt = rank T = k. Let 8，XE S so that x=. t aiEi' s =. f;diEi a， and 
1=1 1=1 

define the linear funcωnal fx on出e row space of Tt to be fx(s) =.f予的，
2k Zk 1=.1. 

Consequently norm TtX = . � �fx(Vi) = t.�� fx(Vi) where Vi are distinct 
1=1 1=1 

elements of血e row space of T which is S. Since Tt is .1-1 then dim 
null space fx = k- l for all nonzero xεS ﹒ so there a�e Zk-1 distinct 在
elemeots vi in the null space fx ﹒ Thus Jifx(Vi) = Zk_Zk-l = Zk-1 and 1=1 
norm T tX = tZk-l = 芋 = � for all nonzero x e S and Tt is constant 
norm i. This proves existence of constant norm transformaωn; now 
suppose Tt exists and show n = t . Zk. Let 坑，• • • ， vp} be the distinct 
elements in the row space of Tt and let each vi occur ti times as a row of 

n Tt; n =品i﹒ Since Tt is con糊nt norm 7 then it fs 1-1 and dim 
row space Tt = dim S = k; so there are Zk distinct elements in rowspace 

Tt> i.e.， p =仇 Le't x字0， XE S and norm Ttx =主x( vi) = -î or 
P P ti P ‘ 

: t._ tifx(Vi) = ; � ‘一手- which means)�
，

ti(1 - 2fx(vi)) = 0 for all nonzero xE S. =1 a �' �' 1=1 � 1=1 、 ← r11 - �fX1(V1)' ••• ，1 - 2fXl(vp) 1 
Let A;: I : I 

11 - 2fXp(v1)， • • . ， 1 - 2fxp(vp川
where Xl言。也en

A[:1:-「81
Itp l 1 0 1 

Conside� F 
-
;: -( (fx(v山.• • ， fx(vp)) I xεS} which is a con啪的norm f

subspace of GF(Zl using lemma 1 and出e fact that Tt is 1﹒1. When 
F is converted to multiplicative form， it becomes an orthonormal group 
and in fact the row space of A. Since rows of A are distinct and 1 盯伽norr叫出en AAh pI(A is an orthogonal matrix.)Thus A-z = EAt 
and r t， 1 r 0 1 r n 1 卜I 1...1 91 1 古 |1 : I = �A t I : I = I � i l ﹒ I P I ﹒ I 1 . I I t�i 1 0 1 i h_ 

._ .t' i l � li> 1 
since the first row of A is (1，... ，1)-.. 

1 = ••• = to =�三t and n = tp = t. ZK.. P-p 
Lemma 1: T:S - GF(Z)n; dim S = k ;  T is 1-1 iff dim null space 

íx = k - 1 for all x幸O，XES.
Proof: Suppose T is oot 1-1位len there exists x幸0，XE S such that Tx = O. 

Thus fx(Vi) = 0 for all vi in row space of T and null space fx = row space 
。fT 50 dim null space fX = dim row 5paCe of T = dim S = k. Thus there 
exists x幸0， XE S such that dim null space fX 幸k - 1. 

Supp08e T is 1-1 and there exists x幸0， xES such that dim null space 
fx:t k - 1. Notice dim null space fx = dim S - dim Range íx and either 
Range fx = 0 or GF(Z) 80 dim Range fx = 0 or 1 and dim null space 
íx = k - 1 or k 

4/ 1: denotes modulo two addition. 



:. dim null space fx = k and Range fx = O. Consequent旬， row space of T 
is null space of fx﹒80 there exists x千O，xε8 such that fx(vi) = 0 for all 
Vi in r仰space of T﹒Then norm Tx =品也(Vi) = 0; so Tx = 0 and x幸O.
Thus T is not 1-1 and this contradiction proves位le lemma.1I 

Of course， theorem 5口-eans that there exists a 2k e1ement orthonorm
a1 subgroup 8 in B[ RnJ iff n = t.2k. It is a1so apparent that the large�t 
such subgroup occu，rs when t = 1 (for if not， then there exists吉with-2L
elements-in GF(2)2k aI?-d L> k; s� n = 2k = -p. 2L for some integer p by 
theorem 5， but -2L > 2k_means p is not an i�teger and this contradicdon 
denies the existence of 8. n Once a con于ta�t .n.or� .z sub:ouP. is obtained， nc:>rm preserving trans-
formations on it yie1d other such subgroups; transformations which pre
serve the norm a1so preserve orthonorma1 subgroups. 

Theorem 6: T preserves the norm on a subspace 8 of GF(2)n iff T 
permutes the entries of any element in 8. 

Proof: Let (a1 ， • • • • an)ε8 and T(a1 • • • • • an)三(計叭叭，• • • ， aσtm )for a fixed 
permutation σ. C1ear1y T is 1-1 and onto by the nature of σ. A1so norm n n T(鈍.• • • • an) = norm (aσt刀，...，aσ(11)) = i已a咧 =iEai=norm (剖. • • • ， an). 
Now suppose T preserves norm on a subspace 8， then T is 1-1 since 
Tx = 0 for xe8 imples norm Tx = norm x = norm (0) = 0 and norm x = 0 
implies x = 0; s� null space T =_0 and T is 1-1. Let (a1'" ..an)e 8 and 

旦 旦T(剖 ，...，an)=Aai咒j ; TEj九三AijEi where T = [Aij ] in the standard 
basis. -

，!，hus norm T(a1 • • •  • • an) = norm (肉. • • • • an) implies norm n n 
zzfajJE(ijEi=al +...+an = aσw+ ' " +aσ削for a fixed permu旭ωnσ-
J - - !! n n 11 Thus normA jE fjhj)Ei = 切+. • • +句 ω or到全jAij)= a耐. • • +a喇

mdjia內= ao{i) for all i. C…que州川恥 ，叫=主叫Ei = 

n n n n n 1 ��Aijaj)Ei =:�aj:[AijEi = : � hTEj = T(al .  ....an) for all (al.....an)e8. 
J司 J司 1 月 J :司

:. T permutes the entries of e1ements of S. For a 2k e1ement or曲。
normal subgroup in B[ R:拱] there are 扒 O叮r出伽。∞n∞。rmality. pres e 叫n 
transformations (due tωo 2扭K� Pμermut旭at“ ions) ; c∞O∞nseq伊uen叫q廿y 2許K� realizab1e 
O盯rt出h。∞n∞。叮rma叫1 s叫ub均groups with 2訣k e1ements �xist in Î3[ R2K'J . 

The last theorem states the equiva1ence of Boolean group algebras is 
dependent on1y on the respective groups. 

Theorem 7: G. H finite Bo01ean groups. A(G)向A(H) iff G閱日.
Proof: a) G is finite;so has p elements and thus dim A(G) = p. 8ince 
A(G)自A(H) then dim A(H) = P﹒8ince H forms basis for A(日) so H has p 
e1ements and by 竺orollary la H and G are equivalent. f f n n b) Let G自H then A(G)自A(H) where f' (�aixi)三�aif(xi) is an 1=1 i=1 
algebra isomorphism.. Thus none of the group algebra properties are 
lost when equiva1ent Bo01ean groups are considered. 
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Appendix 1: Crosstalk Reduction with Orthonormal Functions 
Theorem: Let {CPk} be a total or出onormal set持a real Hilbert space 

H﹒ Let {fd be a finite叫of elements in H andTLj MKWK for all 
fe Ud. Given a real number e > 0 there exists育such that IIf - TII2 = 
(f - T， f - T) < e for all f E Ud and I怔，g) - (T，g)l < e for all f，gE Ud. 
Proof: There exists a finite set of N' 5 such that for all e > 0 IIf - TßG< e 
for all f E {fd since (CPk} is a total orthonormal set in H and且m T = f. 

l'司司(x)
Let有be .!_he l�rgest �1.!_ch N an4_le口，gE_l!i}. Sinc�(f-_I， g -g)� 怔， g) - {!ti) - (五位 + (毛主) and 怔，王)=(f，g)=怔;g) then (f-T， g-g)=(f，gf-(r，否) or 
I (f，g) - (豆豆)I=I(K - I_d� -g)f ._..By Cauchy-Schwarz ine�ality l�. �f 5)， 
j(f，g) ﹒ (了; -g)í � IIf.:.!lf. lÌÍg -g11 . ' Th';ls _giv en e> 0 a�，:!_l守 ， lIf;T，II:l < e for all 
f E 1fd then IIf - 刊之 e�-for all f E Uï}- and I 口，g)- 仔石) 1 <"e會e會 = e .• 

Since IIf - T 112 = 1It112 -lIT!2 then IJ f﹒司2 < e means II TIF> 11月2 _ e .  When 
{fi} is a fi"iüte orthonörnÌå.l-set in H then the theorem hec'ómes: 
Given e > 0 there exists賀，何12> 1 - e and I<f，g)/ < e for all f，g E (fï}. 
This means that if a finite orthonormal set of functions is chosen so位lat
the energy in生e truncated Fourier series of each function is 1 - e for 
the bandwidth NWo， then each crosstalk term fromacorrelation de-
multiplexer is less出an e (assuming the unit vector is applied to the 
system) • 
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Fig. 1 - Linear Multiplex System. 




